The Necessity for Fighting World War II

By Richard Sale, author of Clinton’s Secret Wars

I was astonished to find out recently that the population of Auschwitz in 1944 was 80 percent gentiles. Of course, as I stared at the page, the horror gradually dawned me – that by then almost all of the Jews from Europe had been gassed, leaving only the gentiles.
You cannot overstate the horror what the Jews suffered. Most of the Jews carted off by the Nazis were highly educated: they were lawyers, doctors, teachers, technicians, scholars who were used to a high degree of civilization, schooled in courtesy, politeness, tolerance, generosity, and earnest and sincere in giving of sympathy to those who most needed it.
When they were piled at gun point on trains going East, the trains had no toilets, no buckets, no food, no fresh air. The Jews were packed together in a dense mass like sheep in a pen. The increasing discomfort caused people to lose their sense of basic decency. Older people were who were ill, couldn’t help urinating on the floor or near strangers who resented and sneered at them for defiling the close spaces. There was no longer any sympathy for anything but your own kin or immediate group.
Soon, the high finish of civilized manners wore off, and most of the prisoners were reduced to a level of a mob. Selfishness became rampant.  Members of families only tended to those near them and resented everyone else: husbands looked after wives, their wives looked after their children, and there were no real neighbors anymore.  Neighbors became competitors who fought for food, comfort, for space and even for air itself. Battles broke out over square inches of space. A survivor wrote, “As the hours slipped away, veneers cracked. Soon there were incidents and after, serious quarrels...The trip was incredibly morbid and gloomy…The situation was intolerable Men, women, and children were struggling hysterically struggling for every square inch. As night we lost all concept of human behavior, and the wrangling increased until there was bedlam.” The inmates were so tightly pressed together it was painful to move.
These sufferers, already degraded almost beyond measure, were then locked up in poorly constructed barracks after their arrival at Auschwitz. There the conflict for advantage in the barracks resumed. The inmates quarreled and hurt one another, according to a painfully honest account by survivor Oleg Lengyl in her Five Chimneys. During the nights, “…the physical closeness made us hate each other.” After one internee while climbing into her third tier (barrack) and accidentally jostled an occupant of the second; a dreadful quarrel followed. Another knocked over a shoe in which a crust of bread was hidden and a violent argument ensued, Women were screaming, “Take your feet out of my mouth!”Or, “Imbecile -- you nearly put my eyes out,” or “Let, go, you’re strangling me," or "Let me through, let me through, I beg of you, I have diarrhea.”
This was the lot of the Jewish people in that camp.  Not only is the degradation unspeakable and soul-destroying, but we must remember that we Americans would have behaved just as they did -- no better and worse in such circumstances. We would have become what they were forced to become. If we don’t realize that, if we don’t realize that we would have ended up behaving as they had behaved, any lesson is lost on us. Another terrible truth resides in the fact that the best prisoners, the Jews with the more noble natures in Auschwitz did not survive.  There provided examples of magnificent selflessness, but such people had little chance. 
So why am I discussing such a morally distressing subject? 
Pat Lang made the comment that World War II was a war that had to be fought – that there simply was no choice but to fight it, and it is clear that it was fought to stop the infliction of widespread murder by Hitler and his enslavement of Europe’s old cultures and nationalities. The mass murder of opponents by Hitler was one of the reasons the allies went to war. We only learned of the mass murder much later in the war, but even before that, the countries that Hitler occupied were mistreated, starving, oppressed in every way. Being occupied immediately lowered the standard of living of the people occupied, and it caused to surface a whole seedy, unhanded bunch of opportunists, collaborators and informers who tried to undermine their country. 
Hitler was a man of insatiate ambition. He was possessed of aggressive strength; his character was goaded inexorably on by the spur of the future that dug deeply and painfully into the present. He was a master of destruction and of self-destruction even while he thought of himself as representing the highest type of manhood.  He was characterized by a hunger for obtaining power by any means in order to expand its reach.  Hitler is one of those temperaments that enjoys certain kinds of suffering in order to gain its end, and as that character becomes more and more certain of itself, it also becomes more triumphant in proportion that its own as its own presuppositions begin to lack validity and soundness. Hitler’s Nazis were discontented, arrogant and repulsive people who never got over their disgust of themselves. Hitler’s story reminds one of the stories of King Vicvamitra, who over a thousand years of self- martyrdom reached such a consciousness of power and triumph he undertook to build a new heaven. (See,  the myth of Trisanku Svarga)
The most obscene aspect of Hitler was his idea that race, not the individual, was the prominent and most decisive element in history. He exulted in the racial Nation and the race; he had a biological idea of life.  To him, the individual, the separate well of life that each individual represented in history, meant nothing. It was only the mass that mattered, only the bulk and force of the massed collectivity that counted. He was entirely unmoved by the hundreds and hundredds of thousands of deaths of his own soldiers. After Germany was clearly and finally on the brink of total defeat, he said that the Germany people were not worthy of him. Never mind that it was his decisions and his decisions alone that had almost caused the destruction of his country. 
His philosophy was a diseased muddle of virulent hatreds. There were not only his crazed denunciations of Jews, but also of Gypsies, and the Slavs. We know that he depicted the Jews as vermin, parasites, centipedes, cockroaches, but we should remember that he hated the Slavs almost as much. The Slaves, for him, represented a much more primitive species of humanity, and he slaughtered them by the millions without the least vestige of concern. In the 1970s, when I first went to Dachau, there was a small placard in back of a wall, near the gas chambers were the four British female agents had been gassed, and the modest plaque said that on this spot, 8,000 innocent Soviet prisoners had been murdered. The visitors I mixed with were not aware of this grave nor did they pay any attention to the slaughter of these troops.
What is distressing about Stalin was that he no more had pity in his nature than did Hitler.  He killed millions, killed 80 percent of his generals just before 1941, and all of this murderousness was done to in carry out policy, not industrial murder, but to enslave other peoples. I have spent time lately trying to understand Stalin’s conquest of Eastern Europe, mainly because it is extremely coldblooded and extremely well thought out. The end for Europe began in the spring-summer of 1944. Germany thought the Soviets would attack south, but they didn’t. Instead the Soviets attacked Belarus. They encircled Minsk.  They went north and freed Leningrad, a city Stalin didn’t care, for but which had lost as many as 20,000 people a month during its encirclement. The Russians drove the Germans out of the Baltic States,  Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, then attacked Finland. The Russians didn’t move against Warsaw during the 1944 rising, but let the Nazis destroy any chance of a free Poland after the war ended. The Soviets then drove onto Romania, Bulgaria, then Yugoslavia and Albania, and then Hungary. Bulgaria had been neutral. 
The Soviets put all these states under control of the NKVD, the remorseless secret police.  The European populations were then enveloped in unceasing, iron regimentation and terror, all of it enforced by a network of assassins, executioners and informers for the next 46 years. The British historian, Gregor Dallas, produced a superb book, 1945, and he pointed out that the Nazi’s Gestapo was “quite modest” compared to activities of the NKVD.
Thus, in 1945, the Russian steam roller came and conquered everything within its reach and its reach was very, very long. The conquest of Europe in 1944-45 amounted to a declaration of war against the old instincts, the old habits and standards of the former Europe. Nietzsche somewhere talks of people who were resembled water animals who were compelled to become land animals or die. In a very short time, all their previous aspirations were rendered worthless. They were used to be carried by water and now they were forced to carry themselves on their legs. They no longer had their old guides, the instincts that they had once relied on for their life, their development and safety. Instead, those interests were reduced or removed and their existence to them became a misery and a leaden discomfort.    
     And for these millions of Europeans -- they suddenly suffered the loss of their ability to frame their own purposes, to serve their own idea of usefulness and initiative; they lost their function and purpose, and they suffered a drastic decay of any notion of self-sufficient power. No single one of them as individuals or collectively had a purpose of their own anymore. Everyone became the tools of someone’s else’s will. Everything and anything must now be subordinate, and the whole unwilling population was forced to embrace a new purpose by a force superior to itself -- a force to which there was no appeal -- the old nations were suddenly commandeered by an new and overpowering and pitiless force that respected no one else’s ends but its own. Each individual will was no longer equal to every other will, as in a democracy.  There are the powerful an there was abject and desperate subjects, period. What had been an adventure had become a torture chamber.
Once again, as in World War I, the aim of America in World War II was to spread freedom and democracy throughout the world, but America’s actions were undertaken with no sound, dispassionate, detailed analysis of how this was to be done. Roosevelt was as amazingly naïve about Stalin just as he detested of Hitler. Since, at the start of the war, the American military rank 19th after Portugal, we were forced to start very late.  So we fought a war that had no carefully calculated, rational limit.  If we had been militarily prepared and invaded Germany earlier, if we had taken Berlin instead of being ordered not to -- would it have acted to keep Soviet armies from Eastern and Central Europe? The aim of Churchill’s campaign in Italy was designed to do just that yet America assigned few resources there. It is clear that America did not calculate what the movement of Soviet armies might mean to the fate of Eastern and Central Europe. Once Hitler was defeated, American troops simply wanted to come home. Some refused to go to the Pacific and defeat Japan. Understandably, but once again, American polices were short-winded, starting late and ending too early.
Once again, I want to make clear that I am not in way critical of the heroism of American troops and soldiers.  If WWII shows anything of our character it shows that we are incredibly persevering and resolute in the face of sheer horror. We are born to combat. I personally am in awe of that. (Think of the memoirs of Eugene Sledge in the Pacific.) And I am aware of the fact that key American decisions about both the war in Europe and Japan were done by terribly harassed and overburdened men.  But the defect of American strategy lay with their faulty analysis of the conditions of the world they sought to improve.
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